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Outline
• Necessity and opportunities for the
development of Shanghai international
financial center(SIFC)
• The Challenges of building SIFC

• Policy suggestions for the progress of SIFC

1. Necessities and Opportunities for
the Development of SIFC
• The development of Shanghai international
financial center is an important channel for
the world to enjoy China’s growth benefits.
– If China financial system is unable to strengthen
and expand, then much-touted increase in more
consumption in China in order to balance the
world economy will lose the market basis and be
unsustainable.
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1. Necessities and Opportunities for
the Development of SIFC
• The world expects Asia and China in particular
to play a more active role in the reform of
international monetary system.
– The Chinese government has realized that it is
much better to take the initiative to strengthen
RMB by the means of building SIFC than to
passively accept the pressure of RMB appreciation
and capital account liberalization as it did in the
past

国际货币体系的现状

1. Dollar based international financial systems

1. Necessities and Opportunities for
the Development of SIFC
• The concentration of multinational companies
and financial institutions in Shanghai is a
strong force to push forward the
internationalization of the RMB and the
construction of SIFC.

2. The Challenges of building SIFC
• Institutional impediments. As the financial
system, such as interest rate and exchange rate
system in China, is designed to enhance
manufacturing and exports, it couldn’t react so
effectively to the shock from international
financial market.
– It is very dangerous and impractical to push the
opening and integration of financial system before
optimizing and adjusting the industrial structure.
– Without mature legal, accounting, regulation and tax
systems to guarantee the international business, it is
difficult for China to play a leading role on the global
financial stage in the short run.

2. The Challenges for the building of SIFC
• Lack of talent. China is in need of groups of
talents to manage international financial
operations.
– What has caused the crisis in the U.S. may be the
abuse of financial innovation, while what makes China
lacking is the ability to use financial innovation for risk
diversification. This has been proven by the poor
performance of China sovereign wealth funds and
overseas investments.
– Of course, we should learn the lessons from the
failures of American system which has serious moral
hazard problem.

2. The Challenges of building SIFC
• Imperfect risk management. In China, management of
risk on the asset side for the future is much more
difficult than the liabilities side, caused by short-term
capital inflow in emerging markets.
– Today China, Japan and South Korea all have realized that
financial development is not only conducive to industrial
upgrading and structural transformation, but also helps
their products and enterprises go aboard. Under these
circumstances, if the financial cooperation model among
these countries fails to meet the market demand on the
asset side, but it is stuck in the approach of “liability risk
management” after the framework of the Chiang Mai
Initiative, its importance and effectiveness will be greatly
reduced. In this sense, SIFC and other Asian bond markets
will play an important role in the future.
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3. Policy Suggestion
• Following correct reform sequence.
– Generally speaking, the main task in developing financial center
is to straighten out the formation mechanism of domestic price
marketization first.
– then need to help financial capital seek high-return "venture"
projects which are of good quality and worthy of financing
supported by a complete incentive system and regulatory
measures.
– Next come accelerating the marketization of interest and
exchange rates and improving innovation capability of financial
institutions and individual based market service level. It is on
this basis that we can then enhance financial market opening,
both at home and abroad, and strengthen market fluidity,
competitiveness and vitality.
– Finally, when Shanghai's status as international financial center
is acknowledged both at home and abroad, we can reasonably
take the RMB business fully to the international stage.

3. Policy Suggestion
• Focus on financial services for the real economy
– The main reason why the U.S. dollar-dominant monetary system
is still powerful is that America’s core competitiveness is not
shaken. Moreover, America is still attractive to international
capital as it has world-class brands and technology, standardsetting and R & D capacities.
– China, which is still based on manufacturing and export, and
good at standardized and scale production needs a structural
adjustment on technology innovation and market services which
will be supported by high lever financial services.

3. Policy Suggestion
• Strengthen Asian financial cooperation.
– First, an integrated Asian bond market is imperative for
discovery mechanism for reasonable levels of various financial
assets in Asia.
– Second, set up gradually an integrated network of payment and
capital operation for Asian trading and investing.
– Third, all the exchange, cooperation and co-cultivating programs
in oversea students, financial talents and businesses between
China, Japan and South Korea will enhance the management of
financial risk
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Strengths

Strengths

High level of transparency of the
government and its policies
Political and social stability
Equitable treatment of foreigners

●

Foreign exchange stability and
abundant liquidity
Super financial infrastructure
Minimal interference by financial
supervisory/regulatory authority
Predictable legal environment
Workforce with good financial
expertise and international experiences
English-speaking population
Regional headquarters for many
global financial institutions,
including investment banks
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Very large economic power and
abundant human resources
Large domestic capital market
Very good potential for continuation of
high growth
Possess a large amount of domestic
savings

SWOT Analysis (Young et al.,2009)
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Limited local market size
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Serious air pollution
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Opportunities
●

Physical proximity with China

●

The role of a bridge connecting foreign
companies to investors in China

Opportunities
●

Threats
●

Competition with Shanghai as a
financial centre

Regulations hindering efficient
functioning of the market mechanism
Limited openness to foreign investment
Slow internationalization of the capital
markets
Soft financial infrastructure development
lagging behind hard infrastructure
development
Limited command of the English
language among the local population

Opening of the market to foreign firms
and investors

Threats
●

Competition with Hong Kong to become
the main financial centre in China

3. Policy Suggestion
• Strengthen Asian financial cooperation.
– Fourth, establish a real, effective, appropriate and timely
information disclosure system between China, Japan and South
Korea to lead reasonable expectations on the basis of economic
fundamentals so that the Asian financial institutions can conduct
high-efficiency investment and financing.
– Fifth, set up a Finance Association of China, Japan and South Korea
and also a standardized supervision department of the three
countries to intensify the Asian investing and financing corporate
governance.

Conclusion
• The development of Shanghai international financial
center is an important way for the world to share
China’s growth benefits.
• For Shanghai itself, it is imperative that it makes every
effort to perform the six core financial function required
by an international financial center, i.e. price discovery,
liquidity insurance, risk management, information
disclosure, governance, value creation.
• The RMB internationalization as well as the strategy of
building Shanghai into an international financial center
should be subsumed under an Asian financial
cooperation system for positive interplay and better
governance of international monetary system.

